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I bought this to bring a little new tech to my climate-
controlled werkwandtenhaus "bio-mineralised"

washer. I very much like the result. Good work! I
consider you to be my de facto "Jeweler" (my

surname is "JEWELS", for the science ludekard!) I
am glad that you have shared the use of this project
with the rest of the world, as you were before I had

the opportunity to have the ceramic gemstone
loaded into the internal washer. I am a new member
of this hobby and a novice. I am a Canadian, in the
North of the country. I keep my lab on a wood floor.
I have already received, a few days ago, a picture of
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the beautiful lady that was your inspiration for this
project. The ceramic gemstone that is in the picture
is already in my house, in the kitchen. How do you
think I feel? I am enjoying this hobby very much.

Regards, Daniela V. LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM you
have not answer my request...I ask you to share this
project to all other members of this forum (all will be
very interested to see it!). When somebody tries to
execute this project...please send me in PM to see. I
am very curious! good evening Luca After following

the tutorial on how to make a jewelry box, I did
another box in 1/2 scale for my boyfriend, he loves
pink so the other color was pink too. I modified the
metal cap with an enlarged one and the edges of
the lid are rounded, the inside lid is a solid piece,

and the inside is slightly smaller. I might add some
silver jewelry on the lid, but just to see how it looks.
hello everyone i found that this project is also very
simlpe...and it is about me. i have also made this

project, working in 1/2 scale, and it was easy, very
easy i had put some sandpaper on the ends of the

washer and on the handle, so it becomes more
glittering...and i also use another scheme of the
washer...and my kitty felix in the bottom of the
box... i am going to sell it for 90 euro in the e-

world...you can buy it with credit card. a big thanks
to the creator. from italy the wire is very simple, you

c6a93da74d
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